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Abstract
The article models the transition from a hunter–gatherer economy to agricultural production, a crucial event in history which made possible the endogenous technological progress that
ultimately led to the Industrial Revolution. We further present evidence showing that geographic
and initial biogeographic conditions exerted decisive in2uence on the location and timing of
transitions to sedentary agriculture, to complex social organization and, eventually, to modern
industrial production. Evidence from a large cross-section of countries indicates that the e4ects of
geography and biogeography on contemporary levels of economic development are remarkably
strong, a result that contrasts with several recent studies where the e4ect runs solely through
institutions.
c 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
During recent years, there has been an increasing awareness that geography a4ects
economic development and growth. For instance, temperature, disease environment,
and conditions for transport have been shown to in2uence agricultural productivity
directly (Bloom and Sachs, 1998; Sachs, 2001). Geographical factors are also
believed to have played an indirect role by setting the basic conditions in which social
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institutions are formed (Acemoglu et al., 2001; Easterly and Levine, 2003) and by
deDning environmental constraints to population growth (Kremer, 1993; Galor and
Weil, 2000).
The argument made in this paper is that biogeography had a fundamental impact on
economic development already in prehistory. Favorable biogeographic initial conditions
– in particular the prevalence of plants and animals suited to domestication – expedited
the transition from hunter–gatherer to sedentary agriculture in advantaged areas, leading
to the rise of early “civilization” and conferring a development head start of thousands
of years over areas less well endowed. In our model of long-run economic development,
we show that the impact of this head start should still be detectable in the contemporary
international distribution of prosperity. Empirical evidence from a large cross-section
of countries supports this hypothesis.
The notion that geography broadly conceived matters for societal development is not
new. At least as early as the eighteenth century Montesquieu (1750) advanced a theory
featuring the political in2uence of climate. In more recent studies of the links between
geography and economic development, one regularity always stands out: The majority
of poor countries in today’s world are found in the tropical climate zone; near the
equator (Hall and Jones, 1999; Sachs, 2001). Among the factors believed to hamper
agricultural productivity and development in the tropics are severe heat, discontinuous
water supply and debilitating diseases (Landes, 1998), poor photosynthetic potential for
annual plants (Bloom and Sachs, 1998), the absence of winter frosts that kill harmful
organisms (Masters and McMillan, 2001), and (in Africa) deDcient natural conditions
for transport (Gallup et al., 1999).
Some recent work has focused on geography’s indirect in2uence on today’s levels
of development through its impact on patterns of colonialism. Acemoglu et al. (2001)
argue that climate and the associated prevalence of mortal diseases a4ected decisively
where colonizers from the Western world decided to create permanent settlements. In
regions with high mortality rates “extractive institutions” were built, whereas durable
settlements with good institutions typically were installed in colonies with a temperate
climate, such as North America, Australia and New Zealand. In two related papers,
Rodrik et al. (2002) and Easterly and Levine (2003) attempt to determine empirically whether the “geography hypothesis” of a direct in2uence on development, or the
“institutions hypothesis” of an indirect e4ect of geography via institutions, has better explanatory power. They conclude that geography’s e4ects are indirect, running
entirely through institutional development, which supports the general line of argument
in Acemoglu et al. (2001).
However, whereas Acemoglu et al. start their analysis at the onset of colonization
around 1500 AD, we contend that a more deDning historical era – the one that ultimately gave Europe the ability to colonize the rest of the world – is the period of
the Neolithic revolution, some 10,000 years ago. This fundamental shift in economic
production and associated living conditions has not often been analyzed by economists.
Early attempts at establishing analytical frameworks with some focus on property rights
were provided by Smith (1975) and North (1981, Chapter 7). Drawing on a large
archaeological and anthropological literature, Morand (2001) uses a Nash bargaining
setup to model the transition from hunting–gathering to settled agriculture, and then
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from agriculture to industrial production. As one of the primary reasons for the Drst
transition, Morand identiDes climatic stress at the end of the Pleistocene era in combination with some groups’ conDnement to oases of relative aLuence, surrounded by
desert-like environments.
Our research is also related to long-run models of development that focus on the
relationships between population and economic development in a Malthusian tradition.
Galor and Weil (2000) model the transition from a Malthusian regime – when technological progress is slow and population growth is small – to a Modern Growth regime
when growth rates are high and population growth small or negative. The key factor
behind this change according to Galor and Weil is that technological progress eventually creates a disequilibrium that induces parents to switch from “child quantity”
to “child quality” (education). Geography plays a role in the background since the
(Dxed) quantity and quality of land might a4ect the timing of the escape from the
Malthusian regime. 1 In an attempt to synthesize Malthusian analysis and the population theory of Boserup (1965), Kremer (1993) presents a long-run model of development where the driving force is a feedback process between levels of population
and technological progress. All else equal, continents with a greater land mass should
have a faster population growth and a more rapid technological progress than smaller
regions, a hypothesis that Kremer Dnds to be broadly consistent with the historical
record. 2
This article shares Galor and Weil’s distinction between a Malthusian and a postMalthusian era. However, although standards of living do not increase in our model
until the Industrial Revolution, it is the agricultural revolution in early Neolithic times
that introduces the crucial process of endogenous knowledge creation that drives civilizations toward the Industrial Revolution.
A general biogeographic framework for explaining the dominance of the Western
world is presented in a remarkable book by Jared Diamond (1997). Diamond argues
that the enormous size of the Eurasian continent, its large Mediterranean zone in the
western part and the East–West orientation of its major axis, meant that Eurasia was
disproportionately endowed with plants suited to cultivation, animals suited to domestication, and natural corridors of transit and communication suited to the di4usion
of innovations. Because of these biogeographic advantages, the agricultural revolution
occurred earlier in Eurasia than anywhere else. The surplus generated by the superior
agricultural mode of production made possible the establishment of a non-producing
class whose members were crucial for the rapid development of writing, science, cities,
technology-based military prowess and formation of states. When the
continents Dnally collided in the late Dfteenth century, the crops, horses, knowledge,
institutions, weapons, and animal-based germs that had evolved in Eurasia over
thousands of years overwhelmed the indigenous communities of the Americas, Africa,
and Australia.

1

Other contributions modeling the transition out of a Malthusian regime includes LagerlMof (2000),
KMogel and Prskawetz (2001), Hansen and Prescott (2002), and Galor and Moav (2002).
2 For articles in the Kremer tradition, see Goodfriend and McDermott (1995) and Jones (2001).
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The model presented in this article builds upon Diamond’s sweeping study 3 by
proposing fundamental links between initial biogeographic conditions and subsequent
economic development; links so powerful that their consequences are today can still
be detectable in international variations in output and productivity. Societies enjoying
biogeographic environments with great productive potential were the Drst to experience
an agricultural revolution making possible the development of a non-food producing
sector of political and administrative elites that created and organized knowledge. After the transition from hunting and gathering to sedentary agriculture, economies enter
a path of endogenous technological progress and increased population growth. Per
capita output, however, does not start growing until the Industrial Revolution when the
Malthusian link between rising output and population is broken. The model predicts
that, all else equal, regions that made the transition to agriculture early also will be
the Drst to develop industrial production. The central hypothesis we investigate quantitatively is that present levels of per capita income still register the e4ects of initial
condition biogeography. This hypothesis receives strong empirical support in data for
a large cross-section of countries.
We claim to make at least three contributions in this article. First, along with
North (1981), Morand (2001), and a few other articles, it is among the only attempts
to explain the Neolithic transition from hunting–gathering to agriculture; a crucial event
in world history which economists have largely overlooked. Second, unlike previous
studies, we present a formalized theory in the spirit of Diamond (1997) of the causal
links between biogeographic endowment, technological progress, and current levels of
prosperity. Lastly, unlike any other research on long run growth that we are aware
of, this article confronts the theory with biogeographical data. Our empirical results
demonstrate a relationship between initial biogeography and income levels that does
not run through institutions. This Dnding contrasts our work to some previous studies arguing that geography only a4ects current prosperity indirectly via institutions
(Acemoglu et al., 2001; Rodrik et al., 2002; Easterly and Levine, 2003).
The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section two reviews modern
archaeological evidence on the emergence of horticulture and animal husbandry (“sedentary agriculture”). Section three develops a stylized theoretical framework showing
how initial biogeographic conditions a4ected the timing of transitions thousands of
years ago from hunter–gatherer to agricultural production, thereby unleashing sustained
technological progress that eventually led to the Industrial Revolution. Section four supplies empirical evidence on the model’s principal implications regarding the importance
of geography and biogeography to economic development. Section Dve concludes by
summarizing the theory and evidence featured in our research.

3

Some of Diamond’s ideas were anticipated in less comprehensive and global scale by the work of the
eminent archaeologist and pre-historian Professor Lord Colin Renfrew of Cambridge University. Renfrew’s
scholarship focuses on Indo-European cultural-linguistic di4usion, absorption and domination at the Neolithic
transition, rather than on development per se, as here and in Diamond (1997). See, for example, Renfrew
(1992, 1993, 1996).
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2. The agricultural revolution
Around 11,000 BC humankind was on the verge of entering an era of yet to be
surpassed economic development. The retreat of the great glaciers that marked the
end of the Pleistocene geological epoch and the beginning of the Holocene, brought
a warmer and wetter climate and a reoccupation of the ecological vacuum that the
ices had left. Modern Cro-Magnon humans – capable of marvelous cave paintings and
equipped with standardized stone tools and sewn clothing – had by this time populated
all the major continents on earth. As noted by Diamond (1997, p. 52) “: : : an observer
transported back to 11,000 BC could not have predicted on which continent human
societies would develop most quickly, but could have made a strong case for any of
the continents”. 4 Nevertheless, with hindsight we know that the paths to sedentary
agriculture were radically di4erent across continents.
It turned out that the transition from a hunter–gatherer lifestyle to sedentary agriculture, based on domesticated plants and animals, Drst occurred in the so called Fertile
Crescent of the Near East, encompassing the present-day countries Israel, Lebanon,
Syria, Jordan and Iraq. 5 By 8500 BC the Drst signs of domesticated barley, emmer,
and einkorn wheat appeared in the Jordan Valley and in the Southern Levant. Within
the following thousand years agricultural development in the Fertile Crescent continued
with the domestication of goat, sheep, pig, and, somewhat later, cattle. The new form of
economic life created a rising population density, new demands on social organization,
and a food surplus that could be used to feed a non-producing class of chiefs, priests,
warriors, and bureaucrats. About 4500 years after the initial steps toward agriculture,
the Drst modern civilization with writing, science, religion, cities and states, emerged
in the river valleys of Tigris and Euphrates. The change from hunting and gathering to
sedentary agriculture would forever alter human life and activate a radically new path
of rapid development along which we are still traveling.
As Table 1 shows, the Near East was not the only center of independent domestication of plants and animals. China (or possibly Central Mexico) was the next area
to develop an agricultural system that was dependent on rice and millet cultivation
and domesticated pigs. As for China, it is probable that the domestication of rice took
place in the South along the Yangtze River, while millet was introduced in the North
along the Yellow River. The agricultural practices of Central Mexico did not spread
south of the tropical rain forests. Hunter–gatherers in the Andes and Amazonian lowlands independently created food production based on potato, manioc, and llamas. New
4 Why start the analysis at 11,000 BC rather than 100,000 BC or even one million years ago? There
are at least Dve reasons. First, the Cro-Magnon race is only some 200,000 years old and migrated out of
Africa around 80,000 years ago. Second, the retreat of the glaciers started after 18,000 BC and climate
did not allow agriculture based on domesticated plants until the end of the Pleistocene. Third, all of the
major continents were not populated until approximately 11,000 BC. Fourth, technologies for harvesting,
transporting, preparing, and storing cereals were not in place until the date in question. Fifth, before 11,000
BC there are no clear signs of unequal levels of development between regions (Diamond, 1997).
5 Domestication of a species is deDned as “...the human creation of a new plant or animal – one that
is identiDably di4erent from its wild ancestors and extant wild relatives.../and which/...has been changed so
much that it has lost its ability to survive in the wild” (Smith, 1998, pp. 18–19).
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Table 1
Independent origins of sedentary agriculture
Area

Date

Domesticated plants

Domesticated animals

1.
2.
3.
4.

8500 BC
7500 BC
3500 BC

Wheat, barley, pea
Rice, millet
Corn, beans

Goats, sheep
Pig
Turkey

3500 BC
2500 BC
4000 BC

Potato, manioc
Sun2ower
Sorghum

Llama, guinea pig
None
None

Near East
China
Central Mexico
South Central Andes/
Amazonian lowlands
5. Eastern United States
6. Sub-Saharan Africa

Notes: Dates refer to the Drst attested date of domestication of an animal or plant. All dates here and
elsewhere in the text are calibrated radiocarbon dates. The domesticated plants and animals in the right-hand
side columns are examples, rather than a complete listing, of domesticated species in the area.
Source: Diamond (1997, p. 100). Smith (1998, p. 13) gives somewhat di4erent dates for some regions.

research has found that plants were domesticated also in Eastern United states around
2500 BC, whereas independently developed agriculture can be traced back to around
4000 BC in Sub-Saharan Africa. There are, however, other possible candidates. Claims
are sometimes made that Ethiopia and New Guinea might have domesticated plants,
while cattle might have been independently domesticated in India.
How, then, did the agricultural revolution occur? What was it that prompted hunter–
gatherers to abandon a nomadic life-style and undertake domestication of plants and
animals? These issues have been intensely debated for decades within the scientiDc
community. There are at least four broad theories of the reasons behind the agricultural transition: 6 (i) The domestication of plants and animals occurred as a reaction to
environmental conditions (Childe, 1935; Diamond, 1997). (ii) It occurred as a response
to exogenous population pressure (Boserup, 1965; Cohen, 1977). (iii) It occurred
because of a culturally innate desire to civilize nature (Fernandez-Armesto, 2000).
(iv) It was the result of a more or less unintended evolutionary adaptation by some
species with an unusually high potential (Smith, 1998; Diamond, 1997). Out of these,
the population and cultural theories (ii) and (iii) have not received much support in
the archaeological literature (Harlan, 1995). In this article, we will focus in particular
on environmental reasons for the transition and on the in2uence of unintended but
beneDcial evolutionary e4ects.
In what is probably the most comprehensive survey of modern research on the
subject, Smith (1998) identiDes a number of factors that the independent transitions to
agriculture in the Levant, in the Southern Sahara and in the Eastern United States had
in common. First, in all three regions, the species brought under domestication were
seed plants rather than root crops or animals. Second, in all three regions, the wild
ancestors of these domesticates appear to have been important food sources before their
domestication. Third, the people who domesticated these seed plants lived in relatively
large, permanent communities occupied throughout most, if not all, of the year. Fourth,
6 See Olsson (2001) for a survey of the literature and a model that incorporates all four reasons behind
the agricultural transition.
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these societies were relatively aLuent, having access to a broad spectrum of wild plants
and animals in their diets, as well as to the resources of rich aquatic habitats. Fifth,
since these early agricultural settlements were located near lakes or rivers, they also
had access to a reliable supply of groundwater. Sixth, it appears that the agricultural
communities were bounded in time and space by less secure environments. Preceding
the emergence of agriculture in all three regions were climatic changes that worsened
the conditions for the hunter–gatherer way of living in the areas surrounding the richer
environments near lakes and rivers.
It is important to stress, however, that the emergence of food production was far
from a deliberate revolution in human lifestyle. Diamond (1997) describes vividly how
the Drst stands of domesticated wheat in the Fertile Crescent probably appeared near
latrines, garbage heaps, forest paths and cooking-places where humans unintentionally
had disseminated seeds from their favorite wild grasses, growing nearby. More conscious experimentation was presumably then carried out in the fertile riverbank soils
on the outskirts of the villages by people whose relative aLuence gave them time for
such risky activities. Furthermore, by 11,000 BC, all the necessary technological prerequisites were in place in the Fertile Crescent for an agricultural lifestyle; 2int blades
in wooden handles for cutting grass, baskets, mortars, and the techniques for roasting
grains and storing food underground.
A key issue is whether the agricultural revolution took place out of necessity or
because of opportunity. In the language of the economics of innovation, was the emergence of agriculture a result of “demand-pull” or “supply-push”? Advocates of the
former view argue that a temporary climatic downturn around 9500 BC – often referred to as “the Younger Dryas” – in combination with the sudden extinction of many
big mammals, might have forced hunter–gatherers into a few oases where a closer
interaction between man and nature led to the domestication of plants and animals
(Childe, 1935). However, as the comparison by Smith (1998) above shows, rather than
being societies sorely in need of a more eQcient way of living, the Drst agriculturists
appear to have belonged to relatively prosperous groups who possessed the technology,
time, and energy to conduct experimental search for ways of reducing long-term risk.
Observing the immediate and impressive gains from such experiments, a transition then
followed within a relatively short span of time.
Could the stunning success of the hunter–gatherers’ agricultural experiments in the
Fertile Crescent be explained by their extraordinary capacity to exploit their environment – a capacity greater than, for instance, that of the last remaining hunter–gatherers
in New Guinea? Diamond (1997) convincingly refutes this argument. Having lived
among hunter–gatherers in New Guinea, he describes these native New Guineans as
“walking encyclopedias” with detailed knowledge of every imaginable use that could
be made of hundreds of plants and animals. This profound knowledge of the natural
environment, gained through thousands of years of observation, has also been recorded
among other primitive peoples. The notion that native New Guineans or Aboriginals
perhaps might have “missed” some crops or animals that could have been successfully domesticated therefore seems highly unlikely. Furthermore, when for example
cattle spread south of the Sahara, hunter–gatherers there quickly adopted a pastoral
lifestyle. When horses were introduced in North and South America, native inhabitants
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Table 2
Distribution of species suitable for domestication
Areaa

Number of plantsb

Number of animalsc

Near East, Europe, North Africa
East Asia
Southeast Asia
Sub-Saharan Africa
North America
Central America
South America
Australia
PaciDc Islands and Iceland

33
6
6
4
4
5
2
2
0

9
7
2
0
0
0
1
0
0

a The

division of Eurasia into three subcontinents is made since food production systems evolved independently and with very di4erent features in the East and West with arid Central Asia as a barrier between
them. Early agriculture in the Near East spread to Europe and North Africa but not to Sub-Saharan Africa.
Di4usion also took place from China to Southeast Asia, but due to the tropical climate in Southeast Asia,
a di4erent set of species was used there. Because of the north–south axis, di4usion of plants and animals
was limited between the Northern, Central, and Southern parts of America.
b The numbers refer to the geographical distribution of the world’s 56 heaviest wild grasses (Blumler,
1992). The Dgures do not add to 56 because some species are found in more than one continent.
c The numbers refer to the geographical distribution of the world’s 14 domesticable herbivorous or
omnivorous, terrestrial mammals weighing more than 45 kg (Nowak, 1991; Diamond, 1997).
Sources: Nowak (1991), Blumler (1992), and Diamond (1997).

immediately developed great skills in using them. Indeed, there is no reason to believe that hunter–gatherers in some locales had greater inherent ability to domesticate
plants and animals or otherwise to exploit fully the potential of their environment, than
hunter–gatherers in other areas.
A crucial element for the success of agricultural experiments is rather to have good
material to work with. With no suitable species naturally available for domestication,
there can be no fruitful experimentation and no agriculture. In his careful taxonomy
of wild plants and animals suitable for domestication, Diamond (1997) demonstrates
that the distribution of such species is very uneven across continents. Out of about
200,000 wild plant species in the world, only a few thousand are edible, and just a
few hundred have ever been domesticated. In a compilation by Blumler (1992) of the
56 heaviest-seeded wild grasses on earth – that is, the most obvious candidates for
plant domestication – it is demonstrated that as many as 33 grow naturally somewhere
in the Western part of Eurasia, predominantly in the Mediterranean areas of the Near
East (see Table 2). Six species are conDned to Eastern Asia, whereas only two grow
in Australia and South America.
The pattern is roughly the same for animals. The animals most suited to domestication are big, terrestrial, herbivorous mammals. Out of 148 species of such mammals
weighing more than 45 kg, only 14 ever have been domesticated. The remaining 134
have all proven impossible to domesticate for various reasons; they are inherently too
nasty, they have a tendency to panic, they do not breed in captivity, they have a maturation rate that is too slow, or they do not have the required dominance hierarchy in
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their social structure that humans can use to gain control. Only 14 big mammals were
not disqualiDed on the grounds above, and as many as 9 of these were found in the
Near East, among them “the big four”: The wild ancestors of goat, sheep, pig, and
cattle. Contrast this with South America’s single suitable species (the llama) and the
total lack of suitable species in North and Central America, Australia, and Sub-Saharan
Africa. The Sub-Saharan case is particularly sad because the region has as many as
51 of the 148 heaviest mammals on earth, but not a single one passed the audition for
domestication.
Table 2 shows that Western Eurasia in particular, but also East Asia, had superior initial biogeographic conditions for agricultural experimentation. Why was this the
case? The answer lies in the continent’s geography and climate. First, Eurasia is by
far the largest landmass on the planet and it is naturally endowed with the greatest
variation of species. Second, the early success of food production in the Fertile Crescent, and its rapid di4usion to Europe and North Africa, can largely be explained by
its Mediterranean climate. All the major crops cultivated in the Fertile Crescent were
annual grasses. As shown by Blumler (1992) and others, a Mediterranean climate with
wet winters and dry summers is particularly favorable for annual grasses. There are
Mediterranean zones also in other parts of the world – in Chile, South Africa, Southern California, and Northern Australia – but none of these were nearly as big as the
Eurasian zone. Although wet tropical habitats typically show an enormous biological
diversity, their lack of seasonal changes, the irregularity of water supply, the relatively
poor quality of soils, and the prevalence of diseases and pests harmful to humans,
animals and crops, make agriculture problematic (Kamarck, 1976).
A third important reason, emphasized by Diamond (1997), is the East–West orientation of Eurasia’s major axis. An East–West axis orientation facilitates di4usion of
plants and animals. There are a number of reasons for this: Along the same latitude,
regions will typically have the same day length, the same seasonal variations, the same
regimes of temperature and rainfall, and even the same diseases. Imported domesticated
species can easily adapt to such similar environments even though their wild ancestors
live elsewhere. All other continents have North–South as the main axis of orientation,
and this hampered the di4usion of agricultural innovations.
A picture thus emerges of opportunity rather than need as being the prime causal
factor tipping development in favor of agriculture in certain areas. The advantages
would soon become obvious; domesticated plants gave a reliable source of food with
high nutritional value that could feed a much greater population per unit area than
hunting–gathering. Domesticated animals gave meat, milk, fertilization, wool, leather,
and were subsequently used for transport, plowing, and warfare. The close physical
proximity of man and animal also eventually gave agriculturists a high resistance to
animal-related germs such as those causing smallpox, measles, and tuberculosis. All
these advantages gradually made organized food production the dominant way of living
in all of Eurasia where expanding agricultural communities swept away most of the
remaining hunter–gatherers.
The path to what is usually referred to as “civilization” was now open. In densely
populated towns and cities, a non-producing class emerged which was able to dominate
the rest of the population by gaining control of the agricultural surplus. Among these
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classes of chiefs, priests, warriors, bureaucrats, and skilled craftsmen, an explosion
of new knowledge occurred in astronomy, mathematics, geometry, construction, and
social organization. Writing, probably the most important innovation of all times, Drst
appeared in Sumer around 3000 BC. Great empires soon emerged; Akkad, Egypt,
Assyria, Babylon, Persia, and the most advanced of them all, the Greek and Roman
civilizations, which today still serve as the pillars of Western civilization. Meanwhile,
in less well-endowed areas like Sub-Saharan Africa and Australia – areas with hardly
any domesticable species – development was much slower. Agriculture was eventually
adopted in Sub-Saharan Africa through the expansion of the Bantu peoples, but when
the Europeans Dnally arrived in Australia, they found an Aboriginal population that
was still at the hunter–gatherer stage of development. Judging from the data in Table 2
and from the argument developed above, this was not at all surprising.
3. A theoretical framework
In this section, we present a simple theoretical framework of economic development
over the three major stages of history; the hunter–gatherer stage, the agricultural stage,
and the industrial stage. 7 The aim is to provide a formal representation of the link
between initial biogeographic conditions and the present level of economic well-being.
We make use of four stylized facts which were derived in the previous section: (i)
Agriculture was Drst developed in relatively rich environments. (ii) There were no differences across continents in hunter–gatherers’ inherent ability to exploit their natural
environments. (iii) The agricultural revolution made possible the emergence of a class
of chiefs, craftsmen, and bureaucrats that lived on the surplus from the food producing
sector. (iv) The emergence a non-food-producing class initiated a process of endogenous knowledge creation that increased aggregate output and population. In addition
to these four stylized facts, we introduce a Dfth, derived from the empirical literature
on long run growth: (v) Standards of living (output per person) did not signiDcantly
increase until the Industrial Revolution (Maddison, 1982; Fogel, 1999; Johnson, 2000).
The basic intuition behind the model is that regions with a favorable biogeography
experience the agricultural revolution early and enter the path of endogenous knowledge
creation. Due to their head start, these regions are also the Drst to experience the
Industrial Revolution, whereupon income per capita Dnally starts growing. Hence, all
else equal, the better the initial biogeographic endowment, the greater the current level
of income per capita.
3.1. Initial biogeographic endowments
As discussed in the previous section, the date 11,000 BC appears to be a good
starting point for an analysis of the transition from primitive to modern production.
7

The model in Galor and Weil (2000) also has three fundamental stages, but those below do not fully
correspond to Galor and Weil’s Malthusian, post-Malthusian and Modern regimes. The Malthusian regime
would encompass both the hunting–gathering and agricultural stages.
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All major continents had been populated and technologies for collecting, processing
and storing food were widely known (Diamond, 1997). We shall assume that by this
time there are N variations of geographic conditions and biogeographic endowments in
those parts of the world that were settled by human beings. Such environments would
include tropical rainforests, arctic tundra, lowland deserts, Mediterranean grasslands,
and so on.
For simplicity, we imagine that all environments are stable over time, even though
environmental conditions went through changes during the Holocene geological epoch.
The tremendous increase in rainfall in the wake of retreating ice caps – which for
instance temporarily made possible permanent hunter–gatherer presence in the Sahara –
eventually reached a peak and was followed by cooler and drier periods. Although such
changing conditions surely a4ected human life, they did not change the fundamental
character of a particular environment relative to other environments; even if the Sahara
temporarily had higher precipitation, it was still a tropical dry region in the north of
the African continent which lacked suitable species for domestication.
We further assume that with each variation n = {1; 2; : : : ; N } in the natural conditions
of early human life there is associated a biogeographic productive potential Ãn , where
Ãn is a positive real number. This variable re2ects the number of plants and animals
suited to domestication under conditions n. It is the maximum number of species
that non-agriculturists in n could possibly domesticate for the production of food. As
shown above, only a very small fraction of all plants and animals are edible, even in
those environments that have the greatest variety of species. An even smaller fraction
of species is domesticable. Hence, Ãn should be thought of as the quality of initial
biogeography in n.
A crucial assumption in the model below is that the initial conditions for environment
n; Ãn , are di4erent from the initial conditions of all other environments, that is, Ãn =
Ãn+1 for all n = {1; 2; : : : ; N }. This means that a ranking of the productive potentials is
possible. The quality of Ãn in turn is determined by exogenous geographic conditions.
Climate is an important factor in this regard. For various reasons, the biogeographic
productive potential of Mediterranean habitats is greater than that of, for instance, arctic
regions. In fact, as we pointed out in the previous section, the agricultural potential
of the Mediterranean climate zone in Eurasia appears to be superior to all others. The
size of the continent also in2uences Ãn , as does the orientation of its major axis.
3.2. The hunter–gatherer economy
In all three basic stages of development, output per capita is given by
yn (t) =

(t)An (t)(v(t)Ln (t))1−
:
Ln (t)

(1)

(t) ¿ 1 indicates the level of productivity at time t ∈ [0; T ], An (t) ¿ 0 re2ects the
upper bound to a continuum of intermediate capital goods used in environment n at
time t; v(t) ∈ (0; 1] is the fraction of total population engaged in food production,
Ln (t) is total population (equal to the total labor force) in environment n at time t, and
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∈ (0; 1) is the output elasticity of capital. 8 Although An (t) formally deDnes the range
of intermediate capital goods at t including animals and plants, we will frequently refer
to it (as in the endogenous growth literature) as the state of technology or knowledge.
Note that whereas four variables in (1) vary over time, only An (t) and Ln (t) vary
across environments.
There are three fundamental stages of economic development: The hunter–gatherer
economy, sedentary agriculture, and modern industrial production. In the beginning
and during the greater part of human history, all human beings across all environments were hunter–gatherers. The time span that we will consider is [0; T ] where 0
is the starting point of our analysis at approximately 11,000 BC and T = 13; 000 is
the present day. At some point in time tnA ∈ (0; T ], the nth economy makes the switch
to full-scale agriculture. The hunting–gathering era [0; tnA ] is a kind of transition period that is characterized by relatively mature subsistence strategies in comparison to
the more primitive ones used in the millennia that preceded it. People start making
more or less conscious e4orts at transforming the environment to suit human needs
(Harlan, 1995).
During the hunting–gathering stage, the variables in (1) assume the following values:
yn (t) = y; (t) = 1; An (t) ∈ [1; Ãn ]; v(t) = 1

at all t ∈ [0; tnA ]:

(2)

Output per capita during the whole period and in all n is constant at the subsistence
level y. Both the productivity variable  and the sectoral allocation variable v equal
unity. The whole hunter–gatherer population is thus engaged in primitive food “production”. The range of intermediate capital goods An (t) should in this era be thought
of as the number of plants and animals with a potential for domestication that have
been incorporated in the subsistence economy of the hunter–gatherers. A continuum
An (t) ∈ [1; Ãn ] of useful wild species are known and exploited at each t. It is important
to note that these species have still not been domesticated. The assumptions in (2)
simplify the production function in (1) to become y = An (t)Ln (t)− .
An increase in An (t) means that a new wild but not yet domesticated plant or animal
has been added to the hunter–gatherer subsistence economy. Over time we assume
that An (t) grows according to a process A˙n =An = f(Ãn ). Growth in the knowledge
of productive species might be thought of as random since hardly any resources are
devoted to experimental research activities. The discovery of new suitable species is
to a large extent a matter of luck or pure chance. However, disregarding all stochastic
elements, the growth rate of the number of known productive species is
Ȧn
= f(Ãn ) = Ãn ;
An

(3)

where f (Ãn )= ¿ 0 is a parameter re2ecting people’s propensity to learn from nature.
Eq. (3) implies that the greater the biogeographic endowment of n, the greater its
8 The function should be interpreted as a simpliDed form of the well-known product variety speciDca An (t)
x(i) di = An (t), where x(i) is the quantity of
tion, used by for instance Romer (1990), such that i=0
an intermediate capital good of vintage i, is the elasticity of intermediate goods, and x(i) = 1 for all i, n
and t.
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growth rate of productive knowledge. Note also the central assumption that  is constant
across all n. In line with the stylized facts discussed above, this means that there are no
di4erences between societies in inherent ability to learn about and exploit environments.
Di4erences in the growth of productive knowledge derive solely from di4erences in
initial conditions Ãn , that is, there are simply more useful things to learn and more
species to exploit in a richer environment.
The solution to the di4erential equation for An (t) implied by (3) is




An (t) = A(0) exp Ãn t
(4)
at all t ∈ 0; tnA :
A(0) is equal across all n and is here normalized to be A(0) = 1.
The agricultural revolution occurs when An reaches a certain threshold value AA . This
threshold value re2ects a critical number of exploited species that must be
attained for the full transition to occur. More precisely, the agricultural revolution is
complete when (i) people have become sedentary in permanent villages and (ii) some
plant or animal has been domesticated, that is genetically di4erentiated from its wild
ancestor. Neither of these conditions will be met unless a suQciently large number
of species with a high potential have been included in the hunter–gatherer subsistence
economy. With too few useful species known or locally available, hunter–gatherers
remain non-sedentary nomads. Non-sedentary hunter–gatherers do not have the opportunity to conduct systematic experiments on plants and animals. When the critical level
is reached, hunter–gatherers settle down and start more systematic e4orts at increasing
the yields from their favorite plants. Domesticated species often emerged from this
process surprisingly easily. 9
Like , we assume that AA is identical everywhere. Sedentary agriculture generally
required at least one heavy, herbivorous, protein-rich mammal and two to three potential
staple crops. 10 The composition of these “founding species” can vary. In the Fertile
Crescent, the food production package was based on the domesticated ancestors of
sheep, goat, pig, cattle, emmer wheat, einkorn wheat, and barley, while in East Asia it
included pigs, water bu4alo, chicken, rice, foxtail millet, and soybean (Diamond, 1997;
Smith, 1998).
One tragic reality of nature is that in some environments, Ãn ¡ AA . An indigenous
population could never inaugurate agriculture in such areas. When development has
reached the stage An = Ãn ¡ AA , then A˙n =An = 0. Without external shocks, such as
colonization by people from richer environments, such societies are doomed to technological and economic stagnation. For instance, aboriginal Australians never passed the
hunter–gatherer stage and the nearby Tasmanians even lost their once acquired ability
to make stone tools (Kremer, 1993). A persuasive body of evidence suggests that the
reason for this failure was the lack of suitable species for domestication (Diamond,
1997). The quality of initial conditions was inadequate. Hence, it is important to stress
that agriculture does not inevitably emerge in our model.
9

For instance, a single gene mutation in emmer wheat is enough to prevent the stalks from shattering, a
characteristic that greatly facilitates cultivation (Diamond, 1997).
10 Jared Diamond pointed out to us that the historical record suggests that the presence of a heavy mammal greatly increased agricultural productivity but was not strictly necessary for the transition to settled
agriculture, eastern North America and Mexico being examples of exceptions.
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Let us assume that society n with Ãn ¿ AA attains the threshold level An =AA at time
From (4) we then have that AA ≡ An (tnA )=exp(Ãn tnA ). Taking logs and rearranging,
we obtain an explicit expression for tnA :
tnA .

tnA =


ln AA
= :
Ãn
Ãn

(5)

In (5)  is a positive constant that is identical across environments; tnA thus depends
only on Ãn . To make things even clearer, let T − tnA = T − = Ãn be the number of
years from the present back to the time at which agriculture was introduced; then it is
easily shown that @(T −tnA )=(@Ãn )== Ã2n ¿ 0 and @2 (T −tnA )=(@Ãn )2 =−2= Ã3n ¡ 0. The
number of years since the adoption of sedentary agriculture in environment n is thus a
positive concave function of Ãn , implying that the greater the productive potential of n
a4orded by biogeographic endowments, the earlier the transition out of hunter–gatherer
production. This is a central prediction of the model. The concavity in T − tnA further
suggests that the positive impact of initial biogeographic conditions on years elapsed
since the transition to agriculture should be decreasing with Ãn . These implications are
investigated empirically in section four.
Of the variables in (1), there remains to deDne the dynamic process generating the
total population, Ln (t). It is often argued that there is a link between technological
advance and population. There are at least two reasons for such an assumption. First,
more people means more potential innovators of non-rivalrous ideas (Kremer, 1993;
Jones, 2001). Second, an increase in productive knowledge creates surpluses that allow an increased level of population in a Malthusian manner (Galor and Weil, 2000;
LagerlMof, 2000).
The fundamental assumption in (3) is that technological advance before the appearance of sedentary agriculture is opportunity-driven, that is a function of the productive
potential of the environment. We further believe that technological advance temporarily
results in rising living standards, which in turn allow population increases that force
back income per capita to subsistence level. We therefore have a Malthusian process
such that
L̇n (t) 1 A˙n (t) Ãn
=
=
:
(6)
Ln (t)
An (t)
A straightforward implication of this assumption is that the growth rate of output per
capita is zero, which is consistent with (2). In other words, the e4ects of technological
progress are o4set in a Malthusian adjustment process by (what for simplicity and
without any signiDcant loss of generality we take to be) instantaneous increases in
population. Thus, equilibrium output per capita remains at subsistence level y during
the hunter–gatherer era.
3.3. The agricultural economy
The greater eQciency of agricultural food production had major implications for the
nth economy. It allowed resources to be transferred to a separate knowledge producing sector, which in turn led to an increase in the growth rate of new knowledge.
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Although this process initially created surpluses and rising living standards, Malthusian
forces soon led to a proportional increase in population which neutralized technological
advance and kept per capita income levels at subsistence level. 11 A more predictable
supply of food with a higher nutritional value, in combination with the reduced need
of continual migration, also contributed to increased fertility.
The establishment of a non-food sector in settled communities, whose members lived
on the agricultural surplus, was nonetheless one of the most fundamental
societal changes in human history that initiated a process of endogenous technological change. 12 In this sector were the kings, the warriors, the bureaucrats, the priests,
and the specialized craftsmen. Their activities were a prerequisite for the gradual evolution of civilization. These elites coordinated labor and allocated resources. In doing
so they also invented written language, mathematics, science, law and institutions for
social control and governance. New knowledge was created more systematically. Old
knowledge began to be recorded and codiDed. Specialists, for instance in heavy grasses,
could develop a deeper understanding of their object of study by carrying out natural
experiments and analyzing carefully the results over time. The reduction of risk in food
production must also have had important consequences for people’s way of thinking
about their place in nature and about what it was possible for their community to
achieve. The Drst states based on these developments were formed around 4000 BC in
the river valley economies of Tigris and Euphrates.
The production function for the food-producing sector during the agricultural era
(tnA ; tnIR ] is a modiDed variant of the equation in (1). The time-varying variables now
have the following values:


yn (t) = y; (t) = A ¿ 1; An (t) ¿ AA ; v(t) = vA ¡ 1 at all t ∈ tnA ; tnIR : (7)
Output per capita remains at subsistence level since population growth o4sets technological progress in a Malthusian manner (see below). The domestication of plants and
animals has resulted in a higher level of factor productivity than previously, A ¿ 1. 13
The surpluses from this increased productivity are partly used for establishing a separate non-food sector. The fraction of the labor force that has been freed for this
sector, (1 − vA ), comprises a small societal elite of chiefs, bureaucrats, scientists, and
specialized craftsmen. Being in control of the agricultural surplus, this elite controls
the masses of small-scale farmers. 14 Whereas vA = 1 would be the optimal solution
in a short-sighted, egalitarian hunter–gatherer society driven by survival objectives, the
social planners in the ruling elite of town-based agriculturists now have longer planning
11 The archaeological record suggests that standards of living were roughly the same in early agricultural
societies and in hunter–gatherer communities (Cohen and Armelagos, 1984). See also Maddison (1982),
DeLong (1998), Fogel (1999), and Johnson (2000) for long-run estimates that support this conjecture.
12 The introduction of a knowledge creating elite in our model has similarities to Galor and Moav’s (2002)
emergence of a “quality-type” among humans that favored human capital accumulation rather than child
quantity. The society that makes the transition Drst should also have an evolutionary advantage compared to
other societies since its productivity is higher and its population greater.
13 In evolutionary terms, one might describe this jump in productivity as a mutation, caused by human
selection, that introduced genotypes of plants and animals more suited to human needs.
14 It is well known that the societies of early civilizations like Sumer and Egypt were strictly hierarchical.
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horizons and realize that investments in a knowledge producing sector are necessary in
order to advance technology beyond the limits set by the environment. Improvements
in technology also increase population, which enhances the military power and prestige
of the ruling elite. During the greater part of history, however, (1 − vA ) was close to
0. For simplicity, we assume that vA , once the transition has been made, is identical
across environments.
The range of intermediate goods An (t) now exceeds the threshold level AA . However,
it might also be the case that An (t) ¿ Ãn . The establishment of a non-producing sector
made it possible for the people in n to learn about and create capital goods beyond the
limit set by n’s initial environmental conditions. Apart from sheep, cows and wheat,
the farming communities now invest in town walls, irrigation systems, and public
storehouses. In a hunter–gatherer society, such capital goods are useless, but in a
relatively densely populated farming community, inventions like these are vital.
Growth in productive knowledge is described by the following simple function:
Ȧn (t) = An (t)(1 − vA ):

(8)

The rate of knowledge growth is therefore (1 − vA ) ¿ 0. Since the ideas inherent in
An (t) are nonrivalrous, they can be used fully both in the regular sector and for the
systematic creation of new productive knowledge. (1 − vnA ) is the exogenously given
share of the labor force in the non-food sector. The growth rate of knowledge thus
constant at (1 − vA ) and there is no “scale e4ect” in (8) since the growth rate does
not increase with the level of the population. 15 Again for reasons of simpliDcation,
the equation in (8) does not allow for absorption of ideas from other environments. 16
The previously assumed Malthusian link between technological advance and population growth is still in place, so that the population growth rate is proportional to the
growth rate of An (t).
A˙n (t)
L̇n (t)
1 − vA
=
=
:
An (t)
Ln (t)

(9)

It also follows from (8)–(9) that steady-state output growth in the agricultural economy
is ẏ n =yn = A˙n =An − L̇n =Ln =0, implying that output per capita stays at subsistence level.
3.4. The industrial economy
The third fundamental stage in economic history is the modern industrial economy.
This stage is generally regarded to have been initiated in the Western world by the
end of the eighteenth century. Numerous researchers have extensively analyzed the era
and a full treatment is beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we will only brie2y
sketch what we understand to be the main lines of development: An increased rate
of endogenous technological progress, the collapse of the Malthusian link between
technology (or output) and population, and a rapid rise in standards of living.
15
16

See Jones (1999) for an overview of the debate on scale e4ects in modern growth theory.
For a model that treats the spread of technology explicitly, see for instance Olsson (2000).
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In our highly simpliDed framework, the Industrial Revolution occurs when the technology variable attains the industrial threshold level A IR . This happens at time tnIR , so
that A IR = A(tnIR ). In 18th century Britain, the Dnal pieces of technological knowledge,
which were in place before the threshold level was reached and development took o4,
included the insights in atmospheric pressure inherent in the Drst primitive steam engines of Newcomen and Watt, the principles behind Hargreaves’ early spinning jenny
and Crompton’s mule, and a number of new precision tools such as planning machines
and lathes which would be crucial for standardized production (Mokyr, 1990). Standardized production in factories was in itself an organizational innovation that greatly
improved eQciency.
Output per capita in the industrial era [tnIR ; T ] is given by the production function in
(1) with the following speciDcation:
yn (t) ¿ y; (t) =  IR ¿ A ¿ 1; An (t) ¿ A IR ;


v(t) = v IR ¡ vA ¡ 1 at all t ∈ tnIR ; T :

(10)

The new values in (10) are meant to describe a uniDed agricultural and industrial
production process. This new structure of production di4ers from agricultural production in several respects: Factor productivity has once again made a signiDcant leap
( IR ¿ A ) but this time due to organizational innovations and economies of scale,
and the intermediate capital goods in the range An (t) − A IR ¿ 0 are very di4erent in
nature from those in the previous stages. Another important change is that a larger
fraction of the labor force is now active in the sector that does not produce physical
goods (v IR ¡ vA ). An “R&D” sector is gradually coming into place which together
with a growing education sector make up the knowledge producers in the economy.
The function describing their creation process is shown in


Ȧn (t) = An (t) 1 − v IR :
(11)
Apart from the change in levels of certain parameters, the fundamental di4erence
between the agricultural and the industrial eras concerns the Malthusian link between
technological advance and population growth. After the Industrial Revolution the link
disappears:
L̇n (t)
=  ¿ 0;
Ln (t)

(12)

 is independent of A˙n =An and assumed to be constant over all n.
The reason for this empirical regularity has been widely discussed. In the model by
Galor and Weil (2000), technological progress increases the returns to human capital, which eventually results in an endogenous switch from child “quantity” to child
“quality”. We believe this may be an important reason, although we do not model it
explicitly. The assumed rather than derived break of the Malthusian link is admittedly
a somewhat crude feature of our model. 17
17 A richer model, focused on how biogeographic conditions in2uence population growth, might be an
extension of our work.
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The implication of the termination of the Malthusian link is that
ẏ n
A˙n
=
−
yn
An

L̇n
= 1 − v IR −  ¿ 0
Ln



at all t ∈ tnIR ; T

(13)

Thus, the growth rate of technology Dnally dominates the growth rate of population,
which results in a secular rise in standards of living.
3.5. Comparative statics
The sections above show how a favorable biogeography led to an early transition
to agriculture. We now demonstrate how these favorable initial conditions also a4ect
contemporary levels of prosperity.
By solving the Drst-order linear di4erential equation implicit in (13), it is clear that
we can write the current level of output per capita in the nth economy as



yn (T ) = yn (tnIR ) exp 1 − v IR −  T − tnIR :
(14)
Of the terms in (14), we know from (7) that yn (tnIR ) = y, that is each economy starts
from the same subsistence level at the time its Industrial Revolution occurred. The
growth rate after this date (1 − vA − ) is also identical across regions. What di4ers
is the length of time elapsed since the Industrial Revolution, (T − tnIR ). The next step
is therefore to attain an expression for tnIR . In order to do so, we must Drst solve the
di4erential equation implicit in (8) to yield the level of productive knowledge at the
time of the Industrial Revolution (at time t = tnIR ):



An (tnIR ) ≡ A IR = AA exp 1 − vA tnIR − tnA :
(15)
From (15) we can express tnIR as a function of the time of the agricultural revolution tnA :
tnIR =

ln A IR − ln AA
+ tnA =  + tnA ;
1 − vA

(16)

where recall that we imposed a constant duration for the agricultural era, , across
environments. The important insight from this result is that, all else equal, the earlier
the transition to agricultural production (the smaller the tnA ), the earlier the transition
to an industrial economy (the smaller the tnIR ). 18
By taking logs of (14) and substituting in y and the expression in (16), we can
express the current level of log per capita income at t = T as



ln yn (T ) = ln y + 1 − v IR −  T −  − tnA :
(17a)
18 In the spirit of Brezis et al.’s (1993) model of leapfrogging technological leadership, a referee remarked
that countries without a comparative advantage in agriculture (as opposed to those with one) might have
made the earlier transitions to industrial production. We agree that this phenomenon might have been present
in Western Europe, but such leapfrogging competition took place between relatively rich countries with
a favorable initial biogeography. Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, endowed with a poor biogeographic
potential, did not industrialize before Europe despite its lack of comparative advantage in agriculture.
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Simple comparative statics of (17a) gives the intuitive result that @ ln yn (T )=@tnA =
−(1 − v IR − ) ¡ 0. Hence the later was the transition to sedentary agriculture (and,
therefore, the later was the onset of sustained technological progress), the lower is the
present level of income per person. Log income per capita in all regions increases
with time T , decreases with , and increases with the allocation of labor in the knowledge sector, (1 − v IR ). The population growth rate  has a negative e4ect on output
per capita.
The dependence of current income on initial biogeographic conditions, however,
are the relations we want to emphasize. We know from earlier results that An (tnA ) =
exp(Ãn tnA ) and that tnA = ln AA =Ãn = = Ãn (Eq. (5)). Writing output per capita as a
function of Ãn instead of tnA yields



IR
:
(17b)
ln yn (T ) = ln y + (1 − v − ) T −  −
Ãn
Eq. (17b) establishes the link between present day log income per capita and biogeographic conditions before the agricultural revolution. The key variables in this regard
are of course those contributing to Ãn . Di4erentiation of ln yn (T ) with respect to Ãn
yields @ ln yn (T )=@Ãn = (1 − v IR − )= Ã2n ¿ 0, that is, current log output per capita
increases with the initial productive potential of environment n. Note also that the
second derivative of ln ynIR (T ) with respect to Ãn in (17b) is negative, implying that
the positive relationship between ln yn (T ) and Ãn is concave.
As pointed out before, a large Ãn implies a small tnA , which in turn implies a small
IR
tn ; in other words early transitions to agricultural and industrial production and a long
period of endogenous technological progress. Regions with a well-endowed natural
environment, which consequently made the transitions to agriculture and industry comparatively early, should other things equal have higher income per capita today than
more poorly endowed regions where the transitions came later. This central implication
of the model is evaluated empirically in the next section.
4. Some empirical evidence
The principal prediction of the theoretical exercises in section three is that contemporary levels of economic development should be positively related to initial biogeographic endowments, that is, to biogeographies favoring an early transition to
agriculture. Calibration of initial conditions, Ãn , is necessarily imprecise. However,
there are a number of plausible proxies. We use measurements of Dve key geographic
and biogeographic variables: size of continent, major axis of continent, climate (calibrated in two ways), and the number of animal and plant candidates for domestication.
The sequence of relationships is depicted in Fig. 1. All else equal, the larger the
size of a continent or landmass, the greater the biodiversity and the greater the number
of species suitable for domestication. The more pronounced the East–West orientation
of the major axis, the easier was the di4usion of agricultural innovations between
areas. A temperate climate, and in particular the Mediterranean subtype, favors annual
grasses like wheat and barley. Geography (inclusive of climate) a4ects the number
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Fig. 1. Biography and long-run economic development.

of plant and animal species suited to domestication, which in turn determined the
timing of the agricultural revolution and the subsequent evolution of endogenously
created knowledge and the onset of sustained growth. 19 Yet even after the transition
to agriculture, it is likely that the size, axis, and climate of continents continued to
exert in2uence on development. 20 Greater continental size meant greater population
and Dercer competition between societies. An East–West orientation of the landmass
continued to facilitate the di4usion of knowledge since transmitters of innovations had
to pass through fewer rain forests or deserts. A temperate climate still meant fewer
diseases harmful to humans and livestock, rainfall patterns and soil qualities favoring
stable growth of nutritious plants, as well as temperatures favoring hard work.
4.1. Samples and measurement
Table 3 reports descriptive statistics on variables appearing in the regressions ahead. 21
We obtained measurement of pertinent variables for the largest possible samples,
19 The world distribution of large animals may also have been a4ected by the timing of the arrival of Homo
sapiens in various parts of the world. A leading advocate of this idea is Martin (1984), whose prehistoric
“blitzkrieg” hypothesis posits that the later Homo sapiens reached various regions the greater was their skill
as “big game hunters” and the less experience their prey had with human predators. The result was “overkill”
and the rapid extinction of large animals in the Americas and Australia in the late Pleistocene.
20 The observant reader will note that such a direct in2uence is not explicitly modeled in the theoretical
section.
21 The data series and more detailed deDnitions of variables can be downloaded from our website
http://www.handels.gu.se/econ/Macroeconomics/rpubs.html or be obtained upon request from the authors.
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Table 3
Statistics
Variable

N Obs

Mean

Std. dev.

Minimum

Maximum

Climate
Latitude
Axis
Size
Geo Conditions
Plants
Animals
Bio Conditions
Political Environment
Social Infrastructure
1997 GDP per capita
log 1997 GDP per capita

112
112
112
112
112
112
112
112
102
100
112
112

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4850
7.9

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
5291
1.1

−1.52
−1.43
−1.48
−1.77
−1.28
−0.95
−0.91
−0.97
−1.93
−1.45
369
5.9

1.45
2.32
2.22
1.04
1.89
1.53
1.28
1.39
2.05
2.15
21,974
10.0

Notes: Except for the GDP terms, all variables are in standard form with mean zero and unit variance.
Geo conditions is the Drst principal component of Climate, Latitude, Axis and Size. Bio conditions is the
Drst principal component of Plants and Animals. As implied by Table 2, plants, animals and Bio conditions
take only 7 independent variations, not ‘N Obs = 112’.

but excluded (i) countries whose current income per capita is based primarily on extractive wealth (mainly oil production based initially on foreign technology and skilled
labor), and (ii) “neo European” countries (Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the
United States) where the food and technology package was transferred by European
colonizers hundreds of years ago, rather than having developed indigenously. Countries
with these characteristics are omitted because our model and principal hypothesis are
not germane to the sources of their present prosperity.
The metrics of some of our variables have no natural or intuitive interpretation.
Hence to facilitate assessments of relative e4ects we convert all variables, except output per capita, to “standard” form, which yields variates with mean zero and unit
variance. 22 Exogenous geographic conditions are measured by four variables: Climate
is based on KMoppen’s system of climatic classiDcation and is distilled from Strahler
and Strahler (1992). It takes four discrete values; with 3 denoting the best climate
for agriculture (Mediterranean and West Coast climates) and 0 denoting the worst
(tropical dry). Latitude is the distance from the equator in absolute latitude degrees
(World Bank, 1999). It captures climatic e4ects not picked up by the somewhat crude
KMoppen classiDcation; as noted already low latitudes are associated with poor soil
quality, highly variable rainfall and a high incidence of debilitating tropical disease.
Axis is a rough measure of the East–West orientation of the major landmasses and
is obtained by dividing each continent’s distance in longitudinal degrees between the
eastern and westernmost points with its North–West distance in latitudinal degrees. As
In standard form (or “z form”) a variate X is X− z = (X − XZ )= ˆx . Standardization of the regressors
of course a4ects only the scale of slope coeQcient estimates facilitating, as noted, comparisons of relative
magnitudes (responses of a regressand to standard deviation changes in regressors).
22
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Table 4
Correlations
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 Geo Conditions
2 Climate
3 Latitude
4 Axis
5 Size
6 Bio Conditions
7 Plants
8 Animals
9 Political Environment
10 Social Infrastructure

1.0
0.80
0.84
0.84
0.69
0.88
0.84
0.86
0.68
0.59

1.0
0.74
0.48
0.30
0.82
0.81
0.77
0.61
0.52

1.0
0.53
0.33
0.78
0.77
0.74
0.73
0.60

1.0
0.67
0.68
0.60
0.72
0.49
0.49

1.0
0.50
0.48
0.49
0.26
0.18

1.0
0.96
0.96
0.62
0.56

1.0
0.86
0.57
0.48

1.0
0.63
0.60

1.0
0.87

1.0

Notes: Geo Conditions is the Drst principal component of Climate, Latitude, Axis and Size. Bio
Conditions is the Drst principal component of Plants and Animals. All variables are in standard form
with mean zero and unit variance; therefore, correlations between a principal component and the variables
used to generate it are identical to the component’s loading factor.

pointed out earlier, it measures barriers to the transmission of goods, people and ideas.
Size is the number of square kilometers of the landmass to which each country belongs. As indicated in Table 4, the measures of geography (and biogeography) exhibit
fairly high correlations. (Multicollinearity is of course more pronounced than the magnitudes of shared variance implied by the bivariate correlations.) Hence we compute
Geo Conditions – the Drst principal component of the four geographic variables just described. The principal component scores are in standard form with mean zero and unit
variance.
Initial biogeographic endowments are measured by two variables: Plants is the number of annual or perennial wild grasses with a mean kernel weight exceeding 10 mg
known to exist in prehistory in various parts of the world. Animals is the number
of domesticable mammals weighing more than 45 kg known to exist in prehistory in
various parts of the world. Both Plants and Animals are based on the information in
Table 2. Bio Conditions is the Drst principal component of these variables; like Geo
Conditions it is in standard form with mean zero and unit variance.
Political Environment and Social Infrastructure are “institutional” variables that
geography and biogeography are conditioned on in some of the log output per capita
regression experiments. The former is the average of Knack and Keefer’s (1995) coding
over 1986 –95 of Dve political-institutional characteristics of each country: (i) quality
of bureaucracy, (ii) rule of law, (iii) government corruption, (iv) risk of expropriation
and (v) risk of government repudiation of contracts. The later variable was developed
by Hall and Jones (1999) to quantify the wedge between social and private returns
to productive activity; it is the average of Knack and Keefer’s political codings and
Sachs and Warner’s (1995) index of the openness of each country to free trade during
1950 –1994. Finally, 1997 GDP per capita is expressed in constant US dollars at base
year 1985 international prices (World Bank, 1999).
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4.2. Regressions
Tables 5 and 6 report evidence from regressions. The regression setups are far from
perfect representations of the equations presented in section three, which themselves are
merely stylized mechanisms designed to aid thinking about the connections of geography and biogeography to contemporary levels of economic development. Regressions
1– 4 in Table 5 pertain to the Drst link of the long-run causal scheme featured in our
historical analysis and illustrated by Fig. 1. These regression experiments show that exogenous geographic conditions explain around 80% of the variance of the international
distribution of heavy seeded plants and large domesticable animals that are known to
have existed in prehistory. 23
Table 5
Regressions for initial bio conditions, A˜n , and years since transition to sedentary agriculture, (T − tnA )
Plants
(1)

Animals
(2)

Bio
Conditions
(3)

Climate

0.50
(7:2 | 0:00)

0.42
(6:1 | 0:00)

0.47
(7:8 | 0:00)

Latitude

0.31
(4:3 | 0:00)

0.21
(2:9 | 0:00)

0.26
(4:2 | 0:00)

Axis

0.08
(1:1 | 0:26)

0.37
(5:36 | 0:00)

0.23
(3:8 | 0:00)

Size

0.17
(2:8 | 0:00)

0.04
(0:65 | 0:50)

0.11
(2:0 | 0:05)

Geo Conditions

Bio
Conditions
(4)

Years since transition
to agriculture
(5)

0.83
(19:8 | 0:00)

Bio Conditions

7982
(6:2 | 0:01)

Bio Conditions squared

−1:283
(−2:7 | 0:07)

Adjusted R2

0.77

0.76

0.81

0.78

0.94

St. error

0.48

0.49

0.42

0.46

2196

N

112

112

112

112

6 (regions)

Notes: In parentheses are t-ratios | signiDcance levels (p-values). Regression constants are omitted. In the
Years since Transition regression the Bio Conditions variable is analogous but not identical to that used in
broad cross-section regression experiments.
23 As mentioned earlier note that Plants, Animals and Bio Conditions do not take N = 112 independent
variations. The composite Bio Conditions variable takes just 7 variations over the N = 112 countries.
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Table 6
Regressions for 1997 log GDP per capita
(1)

0.35
(3:1 | 0:00)

Axis

0.17
(1:8 | 0:07)

Latitude

0.40
(3:4 | 0:00)

Geo Conditions

(3)

(4)

0.42
(2:5 | 0:01)

Bio Conditions

0.88
(6:3 | 0:00)

0.48
(2:2 | 0:02)

Bio Conditions squared

−0:32
(−1:6 | 0:11)

−0:31
(−1:6 | 0:11)

Political Environment

(5)

(6)

(7)

0.27
(3:1 | 0:00)

(8)

0.33
(4:8 | 0:00)
0.28
(3:4 | 0:00)

0.95
(14:1 | 0:00)

0.77
(8:7 | 0:00)

(9)

0.32
(4:4 | 0:00)

0.78
(9:6 | 0:00)

Social Infrastructure

0.99
(15:8 | 0:00)

0.80
(11:3 | 0:00)

0.82
(11:8 | 0:00)

Adjusted R2

0.49

0.38

0.41

0.66

0.69

0.69

0.71

0.77

0.76

St. error

0.80

0.88

0.86

0.68

0.65

0.65

0.63

0.57

0.58

N

112

112

112

102

102

102

100

100

100

Notes: In parentheses are t-ratios | signiDcance levels (p-values). Regression constants are omitted.
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Regression 5 pertains to the second link in the long-run causal chain: The in2uence of initial biogeographic endowments on the timing of the transition to sedentary
agriculture, which we regard as one of the most important events in the thousands of
years of humankind’s economic development. The transition dates are based on calibrated radiocarbon dating of the Drst domestication of any plant or animal, with the
Drst transition occurring approximately 10,500 years ago (8500 BC in the Near East)
and the most recent around 4500 years ago (2500 BC in North America). 24 Such information is available for 6 regions of the world. This limited body of data nonetheless
supports the thesis that the richer was a region’s initial biogeographic endowment, the
earlier was the transition out of hunter–gatherer production to agriculture. The composite Bio Conditions variable explains more than 90% of the variance in calibrations
of the number of years since the transition to agricultural production (T − tnA ), and it
shows fairly strong signs of the concavity implied by Eq. (5).
Table 6 reports regressions for log 1997 GDP per capita, the end-point of the long
causal sequence depicted in Fig. 1. International variation in contemporary per capita
incomes is truly staggering. Across the 112 countries in our biggest sample, 1997
GDP per capita expressed in 1985 US dollars ranges from 369 (Ethiopia) to 21,974
(Luxembourg) – a nearly 60-fold di4erence. The Drst three regression experiments indicate that geography and biogeography are able to account for between 40% and 50% of
the variance in 1997 log incomes per capita. Our crude measurement of biogeographic
endowments Dts almost 40% of the international variation all by itself, and reveals
some signs of the concave e4ects implied by Eq. (10b) (the quadratic Bio Conditions
term in Regressions 2 and 3). 25 In view of the fact that we have only seven independent variations of prehistoric Bio Conditions (Plants and Animals) in the 112-country
sample (cf. Table 2), we take this to be a quite remarkable result.
Yet the evidence in regressions 1–3 in Table 6 should not be over interpreted. For
example, taken at face value the estimates for regression 3 imply that a change from
the worst Bio and Geo Conditions to the best would yield a shift in 1997 GDP per
capita from around 1000 dollars to around 8600 dollars. 26 Given measurement imprecision, exogenous geography and initial condition biogeography therefore are able to
account for at least eight and one-half of the nearly 60-fold di4erence in contemporary
incomes per head which is observed in a broad international cross-section of countries.
This corresponds to the development gaps between, for instance, Ghana, Nigeria or
Zimbabwe (where incomes are in the vicinity of 1000 dollars of income per head) and
Greece, Malaysia or Portugal (where incomes lie in the interval 7300 to 8700 dollars
per head).
The full range of international variation in incomes per person, however, runs from the
400 to 500 dollars per person typical of the poorest countries to the 15,000 –20,000
24 See Diamond (1997) and Smith (1998). The 6 regions are those with veriDed independent origins of
agriculture in Table 1. The plant and animal endowments of the regions are reported in Table 2.
25 In the smaller samples (N = 100, 102) corresponding to the empirical base for regressions 4 –9, Geo and
Bio Conditions Dt 50% of the 1997 international variation in log output per capita.
26 These estimates are computed straightforwardly by applying the coeQcients in regression 3, Table 6
(along with the omitted constant) to the range of variation (reported in Table 3) of Geo and Bio Conditions,
and then Dnding the implied levels of GDP per capita from the predicted log values.
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dollars per person enjoyed by the richest. Hence, a complete accounting of contemporary variations in economic prosperity requires explanatory variables generating
predictions that halve the per capita incomes implied by the worst geography and
biogeography, and that double the per capita incomes implied by best. The leading
candidates are the political and institutional arrangements that constrain, and at times
in2uence decisively, the e4ectiveness of economic activity.
Regressions 4 –9 report the e4ects of the Political Environment and the Social
Infrastructure variables introduced earlier and featured in the studies by Acemoglu
et al. (2001) and Hall and Jones (1999), respectively. The estimates from these regressions reinforce the results of these and many other studies indicating that the quality of
political-institutional arrangements has potent statistical in2uence on per capita output
levels (and growth rates) recorded across countries. 27
Although political and institutional arrangements clearly have proximate, statistically
powerful e4ect on economic performance, regressions 5, 6, 8 and 9 demonstrate that
Bio and Geo Conditions retain signiDcance and substantive importance in the presence of the former variables. Moreover, every one of our measures of geography is
truly exogenous unlike, for example, many of the geography variables featured in the
papers of Gallup et al. (1999) and Sachs and Warner (1997), among others. And
our measurements of biogeographic initial conditions (Plants, Animals and their Drst
principal component, Bio Conditions) are dated, in most recent vintage, from approximately 4500 years ago. Even though endogenous in our very long-run historical causal
sequence (Fig. 1), biogeography is indisputably exogenous with respect to current
incomes. Problems of joint endogeneity and reverse causation are therefore decisively
ruled out in our theoretical setups and in our empirical estimates of the e4ects of
geography and biogeography on present day levels of economic development.
The same is not true, however, of the political-institutional variables; among other
reasons because rich countries have the resources to build institutions of high quality.
Researchers have struggled with the joint endogeneity issue, proposing various instrumental variables to obtain consistent estimates of the proximate e4ects of politics and
institutions on economic performance, along with the related question of how much
in2uence, if any, natural endowments exert on economic development independent of
institutional development. None of these attempts is entirely persuasive in our view. 28
If our theoretical model and empirical results are to be believed, geographic and biogeographic variables are invalid instruments for politics and institutions because of the
27 Hibbs (2001) supplies analysis of some recent studies along with discussion of the gradual detachment
of empirical models of growth and development from traditional neoclassical theory and, in fact, from any
formal theory of economic growth in mainstream economics.
28 As an illustration, take the Hall and Jones (1999) study which uses latitude, the fraction of the population speaking English and the fraction speaking another European language as instruments for Social
Infrastructure. However, a high incidence of English and other European languages in current periods is
strongly associated with non-extractive colonization (what Acemoglu et al. (2001) call the creation of “neo
Europes”), which meant the wholesale transference of an advanced food and technology package from the
most advanced societies of the time to the new worlds that most likely still a4ects development levels.
Latitude is even more diQcult to defend as a legitimate instrument. The unstable rainfall, poor soil quality
and prevalence of disease associated with the lower latitudes almost surely depresses economic development
directly, as Gallup et al. (1999), for example, have forcefully argued.
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strong direct e4ects of Geo and Bio Conditions on contemporary per capita incomes
registered by our regressions, even when biogeography is conditioned on institutional
variables.
Indeed, we are tempted to model political-institutional arrangements a4ecting economic prosperity as an intervening variable(s) driven at least to some degree by the
same geographic and biogeographic variables that are the Drst movers of the timing
of the transition to agriculture and the onset of sustained positive growth. 29 Regressing the Political Environment variable on Geo and Bio Conditions (with t-ratios and
p-values in parentheses as before) we obtain:
Political Environment = 0:669 Geo Conditions;

R2 = 0:45 (N = 102);

Political Environment = 0:639 Bio Conditions;

R2 = 0:37 (N = 100):

(9:2 | 0:00)

(7:8 | 0:00)

These regressions notwithstanding, we believe along with many others that the
political-institutional environment has powerful and genuinely independent causal e4ect
on economic growth and development. Yet because of diQcult to resolve identiDcation
problems, just how big an in2uence politics and institutions exert on economic performance has in our view not been pinned down with great precision. 30 Unlike equations
speciDed with geography and biogeography alone, regressions like 5, 6, 8 and 9 that
include political-institutional variables explain the lion’s share of cross-national variance in log output per capita, with R2 s running from 0.75 to 0.80. More pragmatically,
these models yield Dts that come much closer to spanning the full dispersion of per
capita incomes observed internationally. Applying the estimates from regression 6, for
instance, we calculate that the incomes per person associated with the worst and best
combinations of Bio Conditions and Political Environment are around 600 dollars and
13,700 dollars, respectively.
5. Concluding summary
Archaeological and related evidence strongly suggests that the timing and location
of transitions from hunting and gathering to horticulture and animal husbandry were
decisively a4ected by the biogeographic endowments of various regions of the world
in prehistory. This historical observation is a key feature of our stylized model of
economic growth and development. In our model biogeographic productive potentials
drive transitions to sedentary agriculture, which in turn make possible the formation
of a non-food producing class of knowledge creators whose activities fuel endogenous
technological progress and rapid population growth. Due to Malthusian forces, output
29 This line of reasoning is the centerpiece of Rodrik et al. (2002), Easterly and Levine (2003) and is
featured also in Acemoglu et al. (2001, 2002).
30 For an early attempt to sort out in a large cross-section of countries the complex joint endogeneities
among many of the variables appearing in the new political economy of growth and development literature – institutional and democratic political development, political violence and civil war, ethnolinguistic
fractionalization, social mobilization and more – see Hibbs (1973).
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per capita remains at subsistence level until the industrial stage is reached. The model
implies that the earlier the transition from hunter–gatherer to agricultural production,
the longer the period of endogenous growth of knowledge, the earlier the transition to
industrial production, and the higher the level of economic development – even in the
present day.
The main implications of our reading of history and of our theoretical setup received
quite strong support in the data. Consistent with the long-run causal scheme depicted in
Fig. 1, we found that measures of exogenous geographic conditions explain more than
three-quarters of the regional variation in prehistoric biogeography. As implied by our
theoretical model, these admittedly rough measurements of biogeography are positively
(and perhaps concavely) related to our equally rough assessments of the transition dates
to sedentary agriculture; our Bio Conditions variable accounts for around two-thirds of
the regional variation in the estimated dates of transition.
Our empirical analyses, however, focused principally on contemporary levels of
economic development. Our regressions showed that as much as half of the 1997
international variation in log output per person can be explained by our noisy measures
of exogenous geography and prehistoric biogeography. We interpreted this regression
evidence to give remarkably strong support to a central prediction of our theoretical
model and the associated historical analysis: Current variations in economic prosperity
to a signiDcant degree still embody the e4ects of the prehistoric productive potentials of various environments. Moreover, the geographic and biogeographic signals we
detected in current levels of income per person were robust to controls for political and
institutional variables that are known to exert powerful, proximate statistical in2uence
on international variations in economic prosperity.
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